Place- Kapteswar
Name- Amina Bhoi

From creeping towards stand pride:
When we fasten our vision we find better opportunities and when we miss to address these opportunities it takes too
much time once again to be found like it. So we should take opportunity of different social sectors and even third
parties who voluntarily come down to support in the helpless situations.
Just like in case of Amina where SNDAYP counted the support and provided this CP child to his real debut to see life
under his short and thin or weak dreams. The CP child Amina was provided exercise, counseling and medication to
recover his illness and neck control. The therapy was provided regularly to take on no chance of failure in any part of
body control. After providing the child better control over living skills the staffs or CBRW of SNDAYP regularly
undertaken follow up to support the parents learning on follow up for their child. Gradually it came out of the control
of CP to quite normal stage where the parents expected from the organization to provide support on vocational
trainings.
Amina is a cerebral palsy patient of 10 years old boy. He was living with his parents in the village of Kapteswar
of Sadar Block in Puri District. He is the son of Mr. Surat Bhoi and Mrs. Santi Bhoi and his father’s occupation is
coconut plucking and mother is a house wife. He has 2 sisters and only one brother and he is the youngest child of his
parents.
During his mother’s pregnancy the body of his mother was swollen and she had no blood during her
pregnancy. Due to this the child was not developed properly in his mother’s womb. Then his legs became very thin
out of his birth and he could not able to stand and walk in proper age. He was provided inclusive Education in class 3rd
in Kapteswar U.P School. In fact he could not remember anything. Which was taught to him, he started forgetting
after sometimes and he could not read and write well. So it was difficult for the teachers to make him understand the
texts quite possibly. As the educational level was zero the parents thought to include the child socially for his other
physical and mental development. In that way the family of that child came with the contact of SNDAYP.
Amina was interacted with SNDAYP social Organization which had been working for the development of
disable children since past 4 to 5 years in that area. With the help of SNDAYP organization he has been given disable
certificate from the government. He is getting disable pension of Rs 200/- per month through this certificate. SNDAYP
also provided him physiotherapy exercises to be cure from his illness but it was not effectively working because of
discontinuation in follow ups in home by the parents.
Interacting with Amina’s mother it was found that his mother wants for any support which will provide some
help to her child by which he will be able to stand and walk and also will do his own work. It was also expected by his
mother that if any organization will provide some vocational training, he will be able to earn some money and be
independent without depending upon others.
After providing a required environment to the child it was prepared to make stand for better opportunities from its
surroundings. He started standing and walking across the community to learn from others under participation and it
was improved when community supported the child to sit and interact with them. The parents were also counseled
to properly continue follow ups in home and they continued in the absence of CBRW. The parents expected for him
better opportunities that he can get trainings and passion to do own work and reduce the burden from the family
about his daily living skills. In the meanwhile the parents were creeping to make their child’s stand pride. After a few
months the child Amina was able to stand and walk quietly continuing the education in formal school.

